
Beat: Technology

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION!
MANDALAY BAY, VENETIAN, LV CONVENTION CT

Las Vegas, 02.09.2017, 22:33 Time

USPA NEWS - Black Hat, Game Stop Expo, CES - major Conventions in Las Vegas that cover technology and video games.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION!

Of course, Vegas always has large numbers of Conventions and attendees, but the significance is people enjoy the entertainment and
escapism, that is the same appeal of the video game industry. It is always exciting.

According to various sources including the City of Las Vegas, the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority (LVCVA), this town is
booming with tourists and new construction. As the dust settles from all of this energy in Vegas, the one and quality of live needs to be
sobering. It is critical to have "Values and Character". Black Hat is a computer security conference with consulting, training,
corporation reports, and various governmental agency reports worldwide. They address the threats and concerns regarding hackers,
malware, and banking security, etc.

Other recent conventions are Game Stop Expo with store reps, video games, consoles (Developers/Publishers) VR, etc. and CES -
the global consumer electronics and technology trade show. Reportedly, CES is the largest trade show in the world.

TERMINOLOGY UPDATE: Wee Tickets are reduced fee and/or number of tickets available. Example: approx one thousand to 1500
public E3 tickets sold for $150. regularly $250.
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